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ABSTRACT
Data fusion has been known as a major approach for estimating

missing values in large databases. Although selecting common
variables is one of the important factors in data fusion, few studies
have systematically investigated the various methods available. In
this study three strategies are considered for selecting a set of
common variables and their results are compared using a Monte
Carlo simulation. Selection strategies by variance and by weighted
importance perform better than random selection. The results also
show that, in locating a donor, the Euclidean distance-based selection
outperforms the inter-respondent correlation-based selection.
Directions for future research are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Data Fusion
Data fusion (Baker et al. 1989; Kim and Hamano 1995) is one

of the major approaches used to estimate the missing values that
occur frequently in surveys conducted in social science research. In
data fusion, both respondents and questionnaire (question items)
are split into two subsets. One subset has missing information, and
the other has complete information. The subset of respondents who
have missing information is called recipients and their missing
information is estimated (replaced) by the complete information
available from another set of respondents called donors, who have
answered the missing part of the survey questionnaire. This process
is called fusion. In addition, the data fusion approach requires all
respondents (both donors and recipients) to answer a common set
of question items in a survey called common variables.

In data fusion, a donor is typically found for a recipient who
has the highest proximity to the recipient. Proximity among
respondents is computed on the basis of a set of common variables.
Proximity can be defined according to the Euclidean distance
among respondents, inter-respondent similarity, inter-respondent
correlations, or some other measures. In cases where the common
variables are categorical variables in which distances, similarities
or correlation coefficients cannot be directly computed, one can use
the chi-square metric method from multiple correspondence analyses
(Carroll et al. 1986; Hoffman and Franke 1986), which is a special
type of multidimensional scaling technique (Kruskal and Wish
1986).

Data fusion is becoming more and more important these days.
With the development of information technology and the explosion
of customer data, a methodology is needed to reduce the amount of
data to be collected. Successful fusion results in the savings of time
and cost in data collection, and consequently less time is needed to
analyze the data. Data fusion can be applied to many areas including
database marketing (DBM; Hughes 1994; Jackson and Wang 1997)
and customer relationship management (CRM; Brown 2000).

As is well known, conditional independence is a theoretical
assumption of data fusion. In other words, the donor variables and
the recipient variables are conditionally independent given the
common variables. Jophcott and Bock (1998) claimed that this
assumption becomes more realistic in planned media fusion with
conditional independence in mind, than it is in unplanned fusion
studies.

Research Objectives
The main objective of this study is to explore the possibility of

selecting an optimal set of common variables in the data fusion
approach. While data fusion is popular in social science research, to
the best of our knowledge, few research have yet been carried out
to determine the optimal method to find common variables in data
fusion research. In this research, we create missing values by
deleting the original values and try to recover them for each
individual via data fusion. We adopt three different approaches to
select the set of common variables: (1) to select common variables
at random, (2) to select those variables with high variances, and (3)
to select those variables with high importance weights.

We also adopt two approaches to locate the donors for the
purpose of imputing the missing values of the recipients. One
approach is to use the inter-respondent correlation coefficients, and
the other is to use the inter-respondent Euclidean distances. We
manipulate the number of variables with missing information at
three levels in our study: (1) one missing variable, (2) two missing
variables, and (3) three missing variables.

We try to achieve our research objective by comparing the
performance measures, which is the extent to which data fusion
recovers the original values of the missing (deleted) variables. The
correlation coefficients of the original and the recovered values are
taken at an individual level as performance measures of the fusion
approach.

The specific research questions include the following:

(1) How do these three common variable selection strategies
perform? What is the impact on the accuracy of the
recovered values for each selection strategy?

(2) How do the two approaches for locating donors perform?
(3) How much loss occurs in the accuracy of the recovered

values by increasing the number of missing variables?

The research objectives are pursued via Monte Carlo
simulations of two real world data sets.

METHOD

Data
Two different sets of data from conjoint experiments (Green

and Srinivasan 1978; 1990) were used in this study. The first data
set deals with the preference (part-worths) for the automobile
dealership collected from 700 respondents. The second data set
deals with the preference for the credit card service collected from
a sample of 480 respondents. The automobile data and credit card
service data involve 13 and 12 variables (attributes), respectively.
The number of attribute levels for an attribute ranges from two to
eight. The attributes of the automobile dealership data include types
of vehicles sold (6 attribute levels), outlet location (3 levels),
showroom (4 levels), shopping center (3 levels), vehicle financing
(3 levels), purchase transaction (3 levels), trade-ins (4 levels),
specialized employees (3 levels), new vehicle service (4 levels),
availability of loaners and rentals (2 levels), service plans (3 levels),
parts (3 levels), and discounts (8 levels). The attributes of the credit
card service data include annual fee (6 attribute levels), cash refund
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(3 levels), message delivery (3 levels), purchase item insurance (2
levels), air travel insurance (3 levels), rental car insurance (2
levels), luggage insurance (3 levels), airport lounge/club (3 levels),
credit card coverage (4 levels), emergency vehicle (2 levels),
limousine service (2 levels), and 24 hour customer assistance (2
levels).

Experimental Design
In this research, we first select a set of common variables and

create missing values by deleting one, two, or three non-common
variables (attributes) at random. We then recover the missing
values by applying the fusion approach and compare the recovered
values to the original values at an individual level.

Common Variable Selection Strategies
We selected the set of common variables using three different

selection strategies as described below.

(1) Selection at random: We select a set of common variables
at random.

(2) Selection by variance: We select a set of common vari-
ables that have the highest variances.

(3) Selection by weighted importance: We select a set of
common variables that have the highest variable impor-
tance weights.

The variance and importance weight of the variables have
been adopted because we expect that they produce a higher level of
variability among respondents, which might help in the donor
locating processes. The variances and the importance weights are
important bases in cluster analysis (Howard and Harris 1966; Green
and Krieger 1991) and other distance models such as
multidimensional scaling. The data fusion approach is also one kind
of distance model. In this research, we have fixed the number of
common variables at six in all simulation runs.

Donor Location Strategies
We adopt two different strategies for locating donors to

estimate (recover) the missing values that have been generated. The
first strategy is to use the inter-respondent correlation coefficients.
In this strategy, the missing value of an attribute (variable) of
recipient i is substituted with the value of that variable of donor j,
the donor who has the highest correlation coefficient with recipient
i. If the value of the donor with the highest correlation with the
recipient is also missing, the respondent with the next highest
correlation with the recipient becomes the donor.

The second strategy utilizes the Euclidean distance among
respondents. In this strategy, the missing value of an attribute
(variable) of recipient i is substituted with the value of that variable
of donor j, the donor who has the minimum Euclidean distance to
recipient i. If the value of the donor with the minimum distance to
the recipient is also missing, we locate the respondent with the
second minimum distance to the recipient as the donor.

In both approaches, proximity measures (inter-respondent
correlations and inter-respondent distances) were calculated with
six common variables for both the automobile dealership data and
the credit card service data.

Number of Variables Deleted
After selecting the set of common variables according to the

three different strategies described above, we delete one, two, or
three variables at random for each respondent.

Therefore, the experimental design for the research can be
summarized as follows.

(1) Common Variable Selection Strategies (3 levels): At
Random; By Variance; and By Weight.

(2) Donor Location Strategies (2 levels): By Correlation and
By Euclidean Distance.

(3) Number of Variables with Missing Values (3 levels);
Deleting One Variable; Deleting Two Variables; and
Deleting Three Variables.

A 3 X 2 X 3 full factorial design of the three experimental
factors produced 18 combinations. For each combination of the
factor levels, 20 simulations were carried out. For each simulation,
the correlation coefficient was computed between the original and
the recovered values for each respondent and the average correlation
coefficient was subsequently computed (based on 700 and 480
respondents for the automobile dealership and the credit card
service data sets, respectively) and analyzed.

RESULTS
We measured the accuracy of the recovered values of the

missing variables compared to the original ones using correlation
coefficients. Since we deal with two different data sets, we analyze
them separately.

Table 1 shows the results of the analysis of variance for the
automobile dealership data. All experimental factors are significant
at p=0.0001 level, except the donor location strategy (p=0.1167).
Two out of three interactions are statistically significant. Table 2
shows the means of the experimental factors. As expected, as the
number of missing values increases, the performance of the fusion
approach decreases. In terms of the common variable selection
strategy, selecting by variance performs best while selecting at
random produces the poorest result. The two donor location strategies
are not statistically significant but finding donors by the inter-
respondent Euclidean distance seems to produce slightly better
results than finding donors by inter-respondent correlation.

Table 5 shows the results of the analysis of variance for the
credit card service data. Results are generally similar to those of the
automobile dealership data, but we noticed some differences. First,
all experimental factors are significant at p=0.0001 level. Second,
only one interaction (selection strategy by the number of variables
deleted) is statistically significant. One major finding to note is that
selecting a set of common variables by importance weight leads to
the best performance while selecting at random produces the
poorest results again. Finding donors by Euclidean distance leads to
better recovery of the missing values with a statistical significance.

DISCUSSION AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH

This study tries to evaluate the performance (the accuracy of
the recovered values) of the strategies for selecting a set of common
variables that might be used in the data fusion approach. Considering
the exploratory nature of the study, these results seem promising.
However, it would be hasty to make a conclusion on the value of the
selection strategies we have considered in the current study. Albeit
tentatively, however, we can summarize these findings as follows.

• As the number of missing values increases, the performance
of the fusion approach decreases for both the automobile
dealership data and the credit card service data.

• In terms of the donor location strategy, it seems that using
inter-respondent Euclidean distance leads to better results.

• In terms of selecting a set of common variables, selecting at
random consistently produces the poorest results in both
data sets.

• In terms of the common variable selection strategy, this
study produced mixed results. In the automobile dealership
data set, selecting a set of common variables by variance
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TABLE 1
ANOVA Results for Automobile Dealership Data

TABLE 2
Means of Experimental Factors

ecruoS FD
fomuS
serauqS

naeM
erauqS

eulaVF F>rP

ledoM 31 85989142.0 85416810.0 04.1763 1000.<

selbairaVgnissiMforebmuN 2 90311622.0 55650311.0 4.89222 1000.<

ygetartSnoitceleSelbairaV 2 77398310.0 98649600.0 51.0731 1000.<

ygetartSnoitacoLronoD 1 45210000.0 45210000.0 74.2 7611.0

noitacoL*ygetartSnoitceleS
ygetartS

2 07021000.0 53060000.0 09.11 1000.<

noitacoL*seulaVgnissiM
ygetartS

2 29310000.0 69600000.0 73.1 8452.0

noitceleS*seulaVgnissiM
ygetartS

4 55538100.0 98854000.0 15.09 1000.<

rorrE 643 643 82457100.0 500000.0

latoT 953 953 58347342.0

seulaVgnissiMforebmuN ygetartSnoitceleS ygetartSnoitacoL

1 2968769.0 modnaRtA 5763239.0

noitalerroC 1688639.0

2 5768639.0 ecnairaVyB 8058549.0

ecnatsiD 4952739.0
3 7184609.0 thgieWyB 0000339.0

TABLE 3
Cell Means (Location Strategy by Selection Strategy)

ygetartSnoitacoL

ygetartSnoitceleS

modnaRtA ecnairaVyB thgieWyB

noitalerroC 00089239.0 00011549.0 33865239.0

ecnatsiD 00557139.0 76195649.0 76134339.0
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TABLE 4
Cell Means (Selection Strategy by Number of Missing Values)

ygetartSnoitceleS
seulaVgnissiMforebmuN

1 2 3

modnaRtA 05220569.0 05290239.0 05789998.0

ecnairaVyB 05285279.0 05289549.0 05789819.0

thgieWyB 05200669.0 05725239.0 00074009.0

TABLE 5
ANOVA Results for Credit Card Service Data

ecruoS FD
fomuS
serauqS

naeM
erauqS

eulaVF F>rP

ledoM 31 53894.0 33830.0 19.8013 1000.<

selbairaVgnissiMforebmuN 2 18633.0 14861.0 6.75631 1000.<

ygetartSnoitceleS 2 31441.0 70270.0 55.4485 1000.<

ygetartSnoitacoL 1 24100.0 24100.0 31.511 1000.<

noitacoL*ygetartSnoitceleS
ygetartS

2 70000.0 40000.0 00.3 9050.0

noitacoL*seulaVgnissiM
ygetartS

2 20000.0 10000.0 49.0 2393.0

noitceleS*seulaVgnissiM
ygetartS

4 98510.0 79300.0 51.223 1000.<

rorrE 643 72400.0 10000.0

latoT 953 26205.0

TABLE 6
Means of Experimental Factors

seulaVgnissiMforebmuN ygetartSnoitceleS ygetartSnoitacoL

1 70069.0 modnaRtA 21498.0

noitalerroC 33029.0

2 37129.0 ecnairaVyB 43439.0

ecnatsiD 03429.0
3 51588.0 thgieWyB 94839.0
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TABLE 7
Cell Means (Selection Strategy by Number of Missing Variables)

ygetartSnoitceleS
seulaVgnissiMforebmuN

1 2 3

modnaRtA 99349.0 51298.0 32648.0

ecnairaVyB 24669.0 47439.0 78109.0

thgieWyB 08969.0 03839.0 73709.0

leads to the best performance, whereas selecting a set of
variables by importance weight leads to the best perfor-
mance for the credit card data set. We do not have explana-
tions for the difference at this point, but we can only
attribute this difference to the characteristics of the data sets
at hand.

Considering its exploratory nature, the current study has made
a valuable contribution to the field of data fusion research. The data
fusion approach can be applied to many research areas. For example,
as implied by our study with conjoint part-worths data, data fusion
can find its value in solving one of the major problems in conjoint
analysis. When conjoint experiments involve a large number of
attributes and attribute levels, the number of hypothetical product
profiles increases multiplicatively. By using the fusion approach
one can greatly reduce the number of product profiles each respondent
needs to evaluate.

It might be worthwhile to address the limitations of this study.
As a way to enhance generalization of our findings, although never
be enough, two different kinds of data sets were employed. The
consistency of two experimental results reveals a moderate level of
external validity. Another limitation of our method to be pointed out
is that systematic bias can hardly be controlled in an experiment
such as in this study. One might argue that correlation existing
between variables was not properly taken care of in our study. It is
usual to suspect a correlation existing between some variables
selected, e.g., the shopping center variable and the outlet location
variable. One possible remedy for this would be for us to adopt the
Mahalanobis distance-based locating strategy instead of the Eu-
clidean distance-based in future research.

Before a conclusion on the value of the strategies for the
common variable selection can be made, more research is obviously
needed in this area. Future research should examine the impact of
the number of common variables on the performance of the fusion
approach, while we have fixed the number of common variables at
six in all simulations. Future research should consider the value of
the different types of common variables in the fusion approach. For
example, while this study utilized metric variables (conjoint part-
worths) as a common variable set, future research should consider
the value of categorical variables such as demographic or lifestyle
characteristics of the respondents as common variables.

Finally, future research should consider the performance of
the pre-planned fusion approach. In the current study, we created
and tried to recover the missing values from a complete (non-
missing) data set. But future research should utilize the pre-planned
fusion where two kinds of data are collected: one with full (no
missing) information and the other with partial information (with
missing data), then evaluate the worth of data fusion approach.

Research in this area is currently under way in the context of a
conjoint experiment, but future research should not be limited to the
context of conjoint analysis and instead use general survey data.
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